This data set contains electroencephalography (EEG) data as well as simultaneous EEG with functional magnetic resonance imaging (EEG/fMRI) data. During EEG/fMRI, the EEG cap was outfitted with a hardware-based add-on consisting of carbon-wire loops (CWL). These yielded six extra'CWL' signals related to Faraday induction of these loops in the main magnetic field "Measurement and reduction of motion and ballistocardiogram artefacts from simultaneous EEG
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This data set contains electroencephalography (EEG) data as well as simultaneous EEG with functional magnetic resonance imaging (EEG/fMRI) data. During EEG/fMRI, the EEG cap was outfitted with a hardware-based add-on consisting of carbon-wire loops (CWL). These yielded six extra'CWL' signals related to Faraday induction of these loops in the main magnetic field "Measurement and reduction of motion and ballistocardiogram artefacts from simultaneous EEG and fMRI recordings" (Masterton et al., 2007) [1] .
In this data set, the CWL data make it possible to do a direct regression approach to deal with the BCG and specifically He artifact.
The CWL-EEG/fMRI data in this paper has been recorded on two MRI scanners with different Helium pump systems (4 subjects on a 3 T TIM Trio and 4 subjects on a 3T VERIO). Separate EEG/fMRI data sets have been recorded for the helium pump ON as well as the helium pump OFF conditions. The EEG-only data (same subjects) has been recorded for a motion artifact-free reference EEG signal outside of the scanner. This paper also links to an EEGlab "EEGLAB: an open source toolbox for analysis of single-trial EEG dynamics including independent component analysis" (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) [2] plugin to perform a CWL regression approach to deal with the He pump artifact, as published in the main paper "Carbon-wire loop based artifact correction outperforms post-processing EEG/fMRI corrections-A validation of a real-time simultaneous EEG/fMRI correction method" (van der Meer et al., 2016) [3] . with Helium pump artifact when searching for interictal epileptic discharges [5] ; it would be valuable to compare this software-based method to the hardware-based CWL regression method to compare the ability to deal with the Helium pump artifact.
Data
This paper links to a data download repository for downloading the CWL-EEG/fMRI data [1] (Section 1.1), as well as a plugin for EEGlab [2] (see Section 1.2), in order to perform CWL Regression on the EEG data.
In this simultaneous CWL-EEG/fMRI data set, 30 EEG channels were sampled according to the 10-20 system with 5000 Hz using an MR-compatible EEG amplifier (BrainAmp MR Plus, Brain Products, Gilching, Germany), with the reference electrode located at FCz. The EEG also includes 1 EOG channel and 1 ECG channel. In addition to the EEG, 6 CWL channels were co-registered (4 CWL's sewn into the EEG cap and 2 attached to the EEG cables/leads) and sampled using an MR-compatible bipolar amplifier (BrainAmp ExG). A total of 8 subjects performed a simple eyes open-eyes closed task in 6 consecutive conditions chosen to isolate different kinds of MR-related artifacts (see Section 2.3).
Experimental design, materials and methods

EEG and fMRI data download repository
The original MR and EEG data are deposited with the Databases and IT Group at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany in an XNAT archive (https://xnat. cbs.mpg.de/xnat/) under project name "Evaluation of hardware motion sensors with respect to correction of the Helium pump artifact" and project ID: EEGfMRI. Questions regarding data access may be sent to the databases group leader, Dr. Roberto Cozatl (cozatl@cbs.mpg.de).
Software (EEGlab plugin) download repository
The regression software is currently implemented as an EEGLAB plugin at NITRC and can be downloaded at: https://www.nitrc.org/projects/cwl_eeg_fmri Alternatively, it can be obtained via The six conditions were chosen to be able to compare MR-polluted EEG to artifact-free EEG outside of the scanner, and also to assess effects of switching on/off the Helium pump [6] . See Fig. 1 for a schematic overview and file name convention in the EEG data set.
Subjects measured at the TIM trio have data files (both EEG and fMRI) starting with trio1, trio2, trio3 and trio4. Subjects measured at the VERIO system have data files (both EEG and fMRI) starting with verio5, verio6, verio7 and verio8. In addition, for subjects trio1, trio3, verio5 and verio7, the helium pump ON measurement was performed before the helium pump OFF measurement -for subjects trio2, trio4, verio6 and verio8, this order was reversed.
Due to technical reasons, three EEG data sets are missing: For subjects trio1 and trio2, the EEG outside after the MRI session (i.e. outside2) was not measured. For subject 2, the EEG without scanning during the helium pump ON (i.e. in-noscan_hpump-on) was also not measured.
Markers in EEG data sets during simultaneous EEG/fMRI
The EEG data contain markers (where applicable) for (i) each MRI scan (mri: start of an EPI scan), (ii) R-peaks (R: heart beat marker), (iii) light flashes (S 1:begin of flash), (iv) instructions (beo: begin eyes open; eeo: end eyes open; bec: begin eyes closed; eec: end eyes closed) and (v) syncbox function (Sync On). R-peak markers were placed in the ECG trace using BrainVision analyzer software. Missing misplaced and double R-peak markers were controlled for. For the 'in-scan' condition, we also included MR-corrected EEG data. These have been artifact corrected with the Bergen EEG-fMRI Toolbox [7] according to specification mentioned in the main article [3] .
fMRI Data
The fMRI data files are normalized EPI images (resampled to a resolution of 3 Â 3 Â 3 mm) and the final product of a pipeline including slice-time alignment, motion correction, and a normalization scheme involving DARTEL to use subject-specific flow-fields to directly warp the EPI images into MNI space (after coregistering the EPI data to the T1 data). The single-shot gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was equivalent for both scanners (echo time, TE, 30 ms; 192-mm field of view, 64 Â 64 matrix, 3-mm slice thickness; 1-mm slice gap, 3 Â 3 mm 2 nominal in-plane resolution, 30 axial slices aligned along the AC-PC line) except for the repetition time (TR 1.95 s on the TIM Trio and 2.00 s on the Verio).
